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Title: Regala et al. vs. Sandiganbayan and the Republic of the Philippines (Attorney-Client
Privilege in the Context of Ill-Gotten Wealth Recovery)

Facts:
The case arises from the complaint filed on July 31, 1987, by the Republic of the Philippines
through  the  Presidential  Commission  on  Good  Government  (PCGG)  before  the
Sandiganbayan against Eduardo M. Cojuangco, Jr., and several other defendants, for the
recovery  of  alleged  ill-gotten  wealth.  The  complaint,  known  as  PCGG  Case  No.  33,
implicates the petitioners, who were partners at the Angara, Abello, Concepcion, Regala and
Cruz Law Offices (ACCRA Law Firm), as having conspired in using coconut levy funds to set
up business structures and acquire corporations, including San Miguel Corporation shares.

Relative to their legal practice, the ACCRA lawyers acted as nominees-stockholders for their
clients. Specifically, they held shares of stock and executed assignments in blank in favor of
their clients, creating the perception of ownership while acting on their clients’ behalf.
These transactions, and the information regarding them, are normally confidential under the
attorney-client relationship.

On August 20, 1991, the PCGG moved to exclude private respondent Raul S. Roco from
PCGG Case No. 33, on the promise that he would disclose the identity of the principal/s for
whom he acted as nominee-stockholder. The petitioners similarly sought to be excluded
from the case but were denied on the condition of respondent PCGG that they must disclose
the  identity  of  their  clients  and  submit  documents  substantiating  the  lawyer-client
relationship, including deeds of assignment.

Petitioners contested their inclusion as defendants, arguing that they must not be compelled
to disclose client information protected by the attorney-client privilege. They further argued
that  they  deserve  the  same treatment  as  private  respondent  Roco,  who was excluded
despite not revealing client identities.  The petitioners believed that the requirement to
disclose breached their  professional  responsibility  and exposed them to potential  legal
action by their clients. Both the PCGG and the Sandiganbayan dismissed their position,
emphasizing their refusal to disclose their principals.

The  Sandiganbayan  held  that  to  establish  the  basis  for  recognizing  the  privilege,  the
existence and identity of the client must be revealed. The counter-motion for dropping
petitioners from the complaint was thus denied.

Issues:
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1. Whether the attorney-client privilege includes the identity of the client in the context of a
recovery of ill-gotten wealth case and the requirements set by the PCGG.
2. Whether the petitioners ACCRA lawyers and Mr. Roco are similarly situated, warranting
equal treatment and exclusion from the case.
3. Whether the attorney-client privilege prohibits petitioners ACCRA lawyers from revealing
the identity of their client(s) in connection with their participation in the acts charged
against them as co-defendants with Mr. Cojuangco, Jr.
4. Whether the PCGG’s action to exclude certain defendants while keeping others violates
the constitutional right to equal protection under the law.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court found that the Sandiganbayan committed grave abuse of discretion in
not recognizing the attorney-client privilege and in consequently denying the petitioners’
motion to be dropped as party-defendants in the case. The Court held that, given the nature
of  the  professional  engagement  of  petitioners,  their  situation  falls  under  recognized
exceptions to the general rule regarding the non-privileged nature of client identity.

The Court upheld the sanctity of fiduciary duty and client-lawyer confidentiality, finding it
essential to maintain the trust and confidence reposed by a client in his lawyer. It noted
exceptions where the disclosure of a client’s identity would provide the necessary link to
prosecute the case against the client in connection with the very issues for which the lawyer
was consulted, and where the client’s disclosure might open the client to civil liability or
potential criminal prosecution.

The Court annulled and set aside the resolutions of the Sandiganbayan and ordered it to
exclude petitioners as parties-defendants in PCGG Case No. 33.

Doctrine:
The Court reiterated the doctrine that the confidentiality between a lawyer and his client,
protected by the attorney-client privilege, is not absolute and may be subject to exceptions,
particularly when the privilege would provide the last link necessary to convict the client of
the crime or when the client’s identity itself is pertinent to the privileged communication.

Class Notes:
– Attorney-client privilege protects confidential communication between counsel and client
and is  recognized only  if  it  pertains to  a  matter  for  which the attorney is  sought for
professional advice or services.
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– A lawyer’s  fiduciary duty to the client  encompasses preserving the confidentiality  of
information obtained during the legal representation and includes the duty to not disclose
client identity under certain exceptions.
– Exceptions to the general rule that client identity is  not privileged include when (a)
disclosure implicates a client in the very criminal activity concerning which advice was
sought,  (b)  disclosure  of  identity  would  lead  to  further  revelation  of  confidential
communications, or (c) it would provide the last link vital to a potential prosecution for such
activity.
–  The privilege cannot  be invoked to  shield  illegal  consultations  or  further  a  criminal
objective.

Historical Background:
This case was decided in the context of the Philippines’ continuing efforts to identify and
recover  ill-gotten wealth  amassed during the  Marcos  regime.  It  underscores  the  legal
system’s recognition of the delicate balance between clients’ right to confidentiality and the
state’s mandate to recover unlawfully acquired assets, affirming the importance of attorney-
client privilege while setting the boundaries within which it operates.

Responding in detail to each part of the brief as instructed may lead to a repetitive content
and a  very  lengthy response,  which would not  be ideal  for  Wikipedia’s  summary-style
format. Should you need more detailed information on certain parts of the decision, I can
provide a breakdown that focuses on those specific aspects.


